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Abstract
In urban policy development and transport planning, car parking has become a crucial topic, as an ill-designed system could lead to traffic congestion, safety problems, increased air pollution and other challenges, particularly in densely populated urban areas. Adjusting parking fees has been deemed the most effective tool to control parking behaviour for selected locations, in order to attract or repel drivers. However, in order to select target areas efficiently, and before any recommendation for fee adjustment is made, an analysis of the current parking situation and the identification of variables influencing parking behaviour are needed.

We present a spatial analysis targeted at parking demand and supply data gathered via road surveys by local authorities in Taipei City. The spatial analysis is complemented by a regression analysis to identify variables that influence parking behaviour.

Our approach examines the relationship between potential controlling and contributing factors, and we show the influence of variables in a specific example. Our aim is to provide a starting point for future policy development and pricing adjustment at a local level. This initial framework might provide a conceptual core for wider discussion and a tool for integrating other different scenarios in the future.
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1 Introduction

In urban transportation management, an effective parking policy is essential as increasing demand for mobility and denser traffic on the one hand need to be balanced with modern sustainable urban development concepts on the other (see e.g. Clements, 2019). The understanding is that parking behaviour can be controlled through effective price policies, which can control the overall traffic situation, and the attractiveness and safety of the neighbourhood or community in which the policy has been implemented.
Other variables (in addition to parking fees) that describe and influence parking behaviour are factors such as cruising time spent for locating free parking spaces, travel time to final destination, and the purpose of the parking (Brooke et al., 2014; Brooke, 2016; Ma et al., 2013; Yun et al., 2009). Of these factors, parking fees are considered the most influential, as it has been shown that lower-priced parking generally results in higher occupancy levels of parking spaces. Free on-road parking, as one extreme, could lead to traffic congestion and thus longer journey times, and result in an overloaded parking system. Moreover, if all parking spaces are free of charge, society has to bear the cost, which might ultimately lead to a deterioration of the quality of the available parking and of the service provision (e.g., Shoup, 1997; 2020). While it may be straightforward to charge for car parking homogeneously across a city, a more detailed fee policy has the potential to help adjust local situations and to create a better balance across the city.

This very discussion took place in Taipei City (see Figures 1a and 1b), and in 2015 fees were introduced for on-street parking. Before the policy was implemented, people used to park on the streets, leaving their cars there for long periods (up to several months) without moving them at all). According to the Taipei City Parking Management and Development Office, the main goal of this policy is to increase the turnover of kerb-side parking spaces to improve parking efficiency. Pricing for car parking was developed according to the Taipei City Public Parking Lot Rate Autonomy Act, which stated that the management agency responsible for the parking spaces would set varying rates according to the region, traffic flow and time of day. In spite of the requirement to set parking fees, the city government’s approach to investigating parking behaviour is based on traffic zones (see Figure 1b), which do not coincide with the pricing scheme of charged road segments. While the effects of car-parking policies have been studied in great detail over the years (e.g., Young, 1988; Feeney, 1989; Barter, 2012, 2015, 2018; Marsden, 2014; Biswas et al., 2017), the effect of this policy implementation has not so far been investigated in detail. It seems timely to carry out a preliminary analysis of the situation before and after the policy was implemented, using the available statistics and metrics.

Figure 1: (a) Geographic distribution of urban districts and traffic zones in Taipei City; (b) districts with increased parking fees (city-wide car-parking policy introduced in 2015).
The city of Taipei proper is home to approximately 2.65 million inhabitants, with over 7 million people in the Greater-Taipei metropolitan area, which comprises Taipei City, New Taipei and Keelung (MOI, 2021). Taipei City has an average population density of about 9,900 people per square kilometre. To put this into perspective, most capitals in Europe are home to about 3,000–5,000 inhabitants per square kilometre; Asian capitals vary considerably, with Seoul being relatively high, with 16,000 inhabitants per square kilometre.

As in many Asian capital cities, the car parking situation in Taipei is tense, with high demand and limited supply at all times (see Barter, 2012), and comparably high parking fees charged by private providers of car-parking spaces. According to a recent report, Taipei City (like Beijing) follows a ‘moderate path’ with ‘modest parking standards’ and the development of multi-objective parking management policies. These policies are aimed at ‘serving wider urban and transport policy goals’ rather than optimizing demand and supply, as in more conventional approaches (ADB, 2011).

Taipei City’s government introduced fees for on-road parking in order to reduce lengthy stays in particular parking spaces, especially in residential areas. The aims were to improve the traffic situation and to contribute to a more sustainable living environment using local indicators and developments in the field of smart parking and neighbourhood traffic improvements (Chan, 2019; UN, 2015). A complementary aim of the city government has been to improve the demand to supply ratio of parking spaces. The new policy has addressed only part of Taipei’s parking situation, and it is difficult to ascertain whether changes in parking behaviour are due simply to the introduction of parking fees.

Management decisions in relation to parking policy have often been criticized for not integrating various transportation variables (e.g., Young et al., 1991). There exists only limited research showing the picture before and after a parking policy has been introduced. As parking policies can have a number of effects also on local businesses, a broader understanding is needed before recommendations are made (Chaturvedi, 2012).

The driving question in this investigation is whether the change of policy has changed overall parking behaviour significantly, as parking behaviour is known to be influenced by a number of factors but predominantly by charge adjustments. Along with this question comes the challenge of identifying (1) factors or variables that influence the behaviour, and (2) metrics recorded before and after the policy implementation, which may provide clues. In summary, our aims were:

1. Identifying changes before and after policy implementation in 2015;
2. Identifying variables that influence parking behaviour;
3. Promoting discussions on metrics to be collected in the future, which might allow for a detailed assessment of the challenges faced.

In the following section, we discuss the methodological approach taken to address these aims and summarize the available statistical data that was used in this investigation (Section 2). In Section 3, we discuss results from an exploratory statistical analysis, and those of a spatial regression model that was used to identify contribution variables. Finally, we end with a summary, conclusion and a brief outlook.
2 Methods and Data

In order to address the first aim, namely to identify changes before and after policy implementation in 2015, the first part of this work covers a spatial analysis that uses a set of conventional tools to identify local clustering, and the significance of any clusters and hot-/coldspots that might appear.

The second part of our research focuses on dependencies between a set of variables and a regression analysis to study the effects of these variables. This approach will provide insights into the second aim of the investigation, namely the identification of variables that influence parking behaviour; behavioural changes after the policy implementation might not be controlled by changes to parking charges alone. Both parts will highlight a number of challenges in response to the third aim, to identify open issues that need to be addressed further in subsequent work.

The basis of our investigation is data from the Parking Demand and Supply Surveys conducted between 2013 and 2017 for each traffic zone and road segment in Taipei City. The traffic zones in each administrative district were investigated for demand, supply, illegal parking, and both on- and off-road parking. There are 684 traffic zones in 12 administrative districts, supplying over 18,000 kerb-side parking places; half of these parking spaces require parking fees to be paid since the parking policy came into effect in 2015 (see Figures 1a and 1b).

The data from the Parking Demand and Supply Surveys include locational information and information about parking charges, in addition to the demand and supply data as represented by occupancy figures for both on- and off-road parking. All data were provided by the Taipei Parking Management and Development Office. In addition, demographic statistics were obtained from the Social and Economic Statistic Database of the Social and Economic Statistics Department, Ministry of the Interior, Taiwan. These data are complemented by data on urban zoning and land-use types, obtained from the Land Use Investigation for Taiwan, which was conducted by the National Survey Center in 2014. Additional data were derived during the spatial analysis using ESRI’s commercial ArcGIS platform (Figure 2).
Data pre-processing involves the aggregation of data from the street level to the level of the traffic zone, as street-level data are too granular to be merged with socio-economic variables. As most previous research has focused on data from a non-spatial perspective, we introduce a set of spatial analyses to obtain a better view of the data and the effects of policy on behaviour. Clustering is our first choice when it comes to identifying areas that could reveal significant effects after the policy implementation. Both Hot-Spot analysis (Getis & Ord, 1992; Ord & Getis, 1995) as well as Cluster and Outlier analyses (Anselin, 1995) were performed to identify correlations between pricing and location, both before and after policy implementation. More specifically, the Getis-Ord G* statistic was expected to reveal spatial clustering of higher and lower parking charges, while the Moran’s I was calculated to reveal significant spatial autocorrelation (see Figure 2). We expected the combination of both sets of statistics to provide further quantifiable insights into the results of the policy implementation. This approach to better characterize the parking situation by identifying potential patterns with respect to charges and location is of an exploratory nature.

The main purpose of this study was to obtain insights into the relationships between variables that might influence parking behaviour, from external variables (such as socio-economic factors), to location-dependent variables (such as proximity of alternative parking spaces and amount of parking space in a neighborhood). These relationships are explored using (1) a
Multiple Linear Regression (MLR) approach in the first step; they are further expanded upon using (2) a Geographically Weighted Regression (GWR) (Figure 2). Both MLR and GWR build on socio-economic variables that had been collected and integrated for each traffic zone area. They incorporated alternatives, such as the availability of off-road parking, which could potentially affect parking decisions.

In this study we collected, variables based on discussions in the research literature, and performed analyses to see whether parking behaviour is significantly affected by these variables. In order to obtain reliable results from the MLR, a number of tests and adjustments are required, including linearization of dependent and independent variables, and testing for multicollinearity and for homoscedasticity of error variances (Osborne and Waters, 2002; Uyanık and Güler, 2013) using the Breusch-Pagan test. For estimation of variables, the variables need to be tested for their relevance, using R-square values for comparing predicted and actual values. Finally, the significance of regression results is tested using an F-test over the mean-square regressions and the mean-square error. From the first results of the spatial regression analysis, it could be observed that parking patterns were distributed heterogeneously, showing that error variance is not uniform. This heteroscedasticity causes problems in the regression. This led us to select a more appropriate regression model (see Figure 2). The Geographically Weighted Regression (GWR), as an extension to the MLR, renders the original model more sophisticated by allowing relationships between the independent and dependent variables to vary by locality (Brunsdon et al., 1996). The spatial weights of observations are collected based on the distances between each location. GWR-estimated parameters are allowed to vary over space, which can be more suitable for analysis than arbitrarily-sized areas. It is known that GWR-estimated parameters have a better fit and offer better prediction in a scenario showing significant spatial heterogeneity (Brunsdon, et al., 1996; Fotheringham et al, 1999; Fotheringham et al, 2002).

The ratio of parking demand to supply is used as a descriptive index in this work. This ratio is the number of spaces occupied by cars (the demand) to the total number of off- and on-road parking spaces available in each traffic zone (supply). A small ratio indicates that the parking spaces are not being used efficiently, which means that the parking situation is relaxed but that there is an oversupply of parking space. Ratios in 2014 and 2015 were classified into five different categories to describe in detail the availability of parking spaces in each traffic zone. Ratios close to 1 reflect balanced demand and supply. Ratios between 1 and 1.25 indicate saturated supplies, and drivers may spend time cruising in search of a parking space or have to endure long waiting times. If the ratios are over 1.25, the parking system should be adjusted to avoid problems for the transport system as a whole.

3 Results and Discussion

In order to address our first aim, we mapped the classified demand-to-supply ratio (see Figure 3) and the distribution of charges (Figure 4) before and after policy implementation. In addition, we performed cluster and hotspot analyses to identify distribution characteristics that required further investigation.
In Figure 3, it can be seen that the overall situation after the introduction of the policy shifted towards a higher demand in a number of traffic zones, which puts more strain on available parking, but also helps optimize land use. Overall, the distribution shows subtle changes, with a number of potential clusters of higher ratios of demand to supply.

Figure 3: Demand to Supply Ratio for traffic zones in Taipei City (a) before parking-policy implementation in 2015, and (b) after implementation. Black boxes indicate (named) areas where there was significant change between the two periods (see also Figure 1 for reference)

The spatial distribution of fees (Figure 3) shows a significant change towards charging for parking throughout the city area, and towards lowering the parking charges. High charges remain within the city centre, while the second-highest charges are seen mainly in the northern and southern fringes, which are increasingly popular residential areas.
The Cluster and Outlier analysis (Figure 5a) shows clear outliers in four districts where parking fees are higher. A small number of parking spaces are charged at a higher rate compared to surrounding ones (red areas in Figure 5a); in other traffic zones, some kerb-side parking spaces are charged less than in the surroundings (blue areas in Figure 5a). Both groups represent outliers. The effects of policy adjustments are well represented in these heterogeneous patterns indicating outliers. The distribution of outliers provides valuable information about location and direction of price adjustment.
In Figure 5b, kerb-side spaces charging higher fees appear as hotspots (in red) within areas of generally lower fees. The hotspots are predominantly in the western and central areas of the city. In contrast, outliers marked in Figure 5a are coldspots within their higher-charge environments. We can only speculate as to the reasons for these changes. While the local effect is likely to be to draw parking behaviour towards coldspots, the change might also increase pressure in the already tense inner-city traffic situation.

A secondary aim of our research was to assess the external (i.e. non-policy related) variables that were recorded along with on-street assessment of parking behaviour, in order to identify (a) the impact of these external variables on behaviour, and (b) their suitability as potential indicators in future assessments. In order to better understand dependencies, an initial Multi-Linear Regression analysis was performed using spatial and non-spatial socio-economic variables (e.g., household statistics).
Two approximate models were compared to determine which of them shows a larger effect with respect to parking-space occupancy. In the first model, numbers of on-road and off-road parking spaces were considered, accompanied by factors including land-use characteristics, and social properties such as number of households. The choice of variables was based on published studies – i.e., we selected the same variables as those found in other studies to be responsible, in the main, for drivers’ parking choices. Before the policy was introduced, drivers’ choice of parking spaces was affected by the total supply of on-road parking spaces – i.e. they could choose parking spaces anywhere along the road. After the introduction of the policy, residents in a traffic zone could be negatively affected by increased parking fees as their choice was now limited.

Population, number of households, and the proportion of residential land-use area were removed from the second model, due to multicollinearity effects. This new regression model has a higher explanatory power. In addition, the homoscedasticity problem that was observed with the first model was improved. Carrying out the same analysis after policy implementation revealed that drivers still preferred to occupy on-road parking spaces. Parking behaviour changed only slightly after the introduction of the new policy (away from on-street parking), indicating that drivers’ preferences will stay much the same, despite a rise in the average parking fee in a traffic zone.

The traditional MLR model shows a significant heteroscedasticity problem, which could be overcome by a regionally weighted approach, such as a geographically weighted regression (GWR). The GWR makes use of the same variables as MLR model 2, analysing spatial patterns and impacts at local levels. As one example of the GWR analysis, correlation coefficients for
illegal parking are shown in Figure 6, for the periods before and after the policy implementation. Since on-road parking spaces are generally charged, some drivers will look for cheaper alternatives, and some will even park illegally along roads where parking is not allowed. Using the traditional regression model, it is not possible to identify the areas where this situation affects occupancy levels. Model 2 shows another effect, in which a decrease of illegal parking by 0.028 correlates with freeing one more kerb-side space for occupation (Figure 6). If we compare the situation before and after the introduction of the policy for each traffic zone, we see that drivers in each traffic zone show different preferences with regard to occupying the kerb-side spaces. Before the policy was implemented, they showed less preference for off-road supplies; after the average parking charge in the traffic zone was raised, they tended to park in kerb-side spaces. Also, illegal parking increased after the introduction of the policy.

Table 1: Comparison of Multiple Linear Regression (MLR) and Basic Geographically Weighted Regression (GWR) results before and after policy implementation. (RSS: residual sum of squares.)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Before Policy</th>
<th>After Policy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MLR</td>
<td>Basic GWR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R2</td>
<td>0.9362</td>
<td>0.9558</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RSS</td>
<td>142,091.4</td>
<td>98,514.29</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4 Summary and Conclusions

Considering today’s dynamic urban environment and increasing sensitivity towards urban sustainability and mobility (Stubbs, 2002; Banister, 1998), parking policies need to be adaptive and reviewed on a regular basis to respond to the changing demands. The assessment of parking policies must be conducted using tools that can be readily applied, with indicators and metrics that can describe the actual situation (e.g., Barter, 2011). However, assessing parking situations in a uniform way across different traffic zones (or analogues thereof) poses a number of challenges, with respect to addressing not only the temporal dynamics, but also the influence of variables that are spatially as well as temporally dynamic.

The impact of the Taipei City government’s new parking policy was assessed through a series of spatial analyses which aimed to gain a better understanding of the situation before and after the policy’s introduction in 2015. A further aim was to (potentially) identify variables within their spatial contexts that might prove useful for future policy reviews and developments in response to changing traffic demands.

Despite many strategic improvements and a wider availability of tools to manage parking and develop car-parking policies, management decisions do not always address the actual dynamics of parking behaviour, due to the complexity of interdependencies, the lack of representative and meaningful (or even consistent) data, and new objectives that have to be integrated for a more sustainable urban environment. An analysis of the parking data that is currently available
for investigating parking in Taipei City showed pronounced clusters of parking places with high parking charges but limited demand as derived from hotspot, cluster and outlier analyses.

In this study, spatial analyses were complemented by a Multiple Linear Regression (MLR) in order to identify variables that influence parking behaviour within a traffic zone, and to gain a better understanding of the effectiveness of the policy employed. It turned out that the choice of specific variables (which was based on a literature review) and the application of an MLR led to the appearance of pronounced multicollinearity effects. These effects had to be addressed by adapting the regression model, removing variables originally deemed relevant. A Geographically Weighted Regression (GWR) emerged as a more accurate approach to capture drivers’ responses to the policy adjustment.

Before the policy was implemented, drivers reacted less to off-road availability of spaces; following a rise in the average parking charge in a traffic zone, they tended to use the kerb-side parking spaces. In addition, the use of illegal parking spaces increased after the introduction of the policy.

For all traffic zones across the city, drivers show a preference for on-road parking, which might be related to their daily habits. For every 7 to 10 on-road parking spaces, there are about 10 drivers who would prefer to park at an indoor location.

According to the empirical results, parking behaviour has changed since 2015. However, in most districts, drivers are still willing to occupy kerb-side spaces even though the parking fees have risen. Hence, it seems safe to state that targeting charges in an attempt to adjust parking behaviour might have limited success in improving a parking situation or regulating traffic. It could also be seen in a few districts that further parking choices (e.g. off-road parking, or carparks attached to specific buildings or workplaces) can improve the problem of the high demand for on-road parking. Introducing more restrictions and customizing the parking policy for individual administrative districts may be other feasible options. Since Taipei has introduced experimental smart parking in several districts, new real-time data could soon be available that would provide higher temporal resolution of drivers’ responses to parking adjustments.

The initial analytical procedure presented here could support discussions on policy impact, and enhance understanding of the relationships between parking behaviour and the attractiveness of locations. Ultimately, the approach could influence the design of parking infrastructure in order to address new needs in the context of sustainable city development.
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